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A year ago New York City was fundamentally silent, but now, in the month when Americans celebrate Thanksgiving, the New York Philharmonic has many reasons to be grateful.

There’s the joy of giving live concerts again! Our musicians have been looking forward to performing for you, our audience, bringing to life masterpieces by the likes of Beethoven and Stravinsky and works that are new to us, such as Chen Yi’s *Duo Ye*. We are delighted to welcome longtime friends, including violinist Joshua Bell, and fresh faces, like cellist Sheku Kanneh-Mason.

Following the pandemic, Jaap van Zweden made a deeply personal decision to focus his time and energy on his family, but graciously agreed to extend his tenure as our Music Director for an additional year, through the 2023–24 season. This will allow our search for his successor to be as comprehensive and encompassing as is required for this storied position.

The progress that has been made in the renovation of David Geffen Hall is inspiring! We hope you have seen the sign running along the exterior, proclaiming of our new era, “SO CLOSE YOU CAN ALMOST HEAR IT.” Construction is on schedule and on budget, and we cannot wait to welcome you back to our home — a vibrant, state-of-the-art concert venue with warm, accessible public spaces — in under a year.

The New York Philharmonic is profoundly grateful for our friends, chief among them the donors who continue to see us through the pandemic, enable us to perform, and who make the prospects of the new David Geffen Hall so very bright.

Happy Thanksgiving!

Deborah Borda
Linda and Mitch Hart President and CEO
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The cellist’s astonishing ascent has reached the New York Philharmonic.

It was an occasion fit for a king. Or in this case, a prince.

It was the May 19, 2018, wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. And as nearly two billion pairs of eyes locked onto the worldwide broadcast, a 19-year-old British cellist performed Fauré’s *Après un rêve*.

Sheku Kanneh-Mason was unknown to many watching that day, but in his native UK he had already gained renown as the winner of the 2016 BBC Young Musician competition — the first Black musician to take the title. A performance at a charity event had brought him to the attention of Prince Harry; Ms. Markle invited him to play at the wedding.

“I was very surprised actually to have been asked,” says Mr. Kanneh-Mason, speaking by phone from London. “I knew the event would be watched around the world, and it was exciting to have the opportunity to perform. It was a great feeling.”

Numerous invitations followed, and now Sheku Kanneh-Mason is making his New York Philharmonic debut, playing Dvořák’s Cello Concerto on
Mr. Kanneh-Mason says he doesn’t get nervous, even when millions are watching. “I love the feeling when you have this piece of music that you’ve thought about and care about and you’re sharing it with an audience,” he explains. He has released two chart-topping albums on the Decca Classics label — *Inspiration* in 2018, and *Elgar* in 2020 — and has performed every summer at the BBC Proms since his debut in 2017. He received the 2020 Royal Philharmonic Society’s Young Artists Award, and was appointed a Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (MBE) in the 2020 New Year Honours List. Nottingham City Transport even named its #613 bus — his former school-route bus — after him!

Now 22 years old, he has risen far, and quickly. Still, he says, “Every day I set myself the challenge of improving and developing. With music you never feel you’ve arrived, that you’re satisfied. It’s a constant journey.”

Lucy Kraus, the former Senior Publications Editor at the Philharmonic, has written for *The New York Times* and other publications.
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Briefing

Hallelujah!

Welcome back the Philharmonic’s annual Messiah tradition in what might be New York City’s most appropriate venue for this beloved oratorio: The Riverside Church in Morningside Heights. Modeled after Chartres’s 13th-century Gothic cathedral, Riverside’s glorious, vaulted ceilings will no doubt make Handel’s masterpiece sound especially magnificent. Conducted by Grammy-winning Baroque specialist Jeannette Sorrell — who leads her own Apollo’s Singers, as well as soloists Amanda Forsythe, John Holiday, Nicholas Phan, and Kevin Deas — these performances, Presented by Gary W. Parr, on December 14–15 and 17–18, will surely be a rare treat for New York audiences.

Need still more seasonal festivity? The ever-popular, family-friendly Holiday Brass returns December 16 and 18, this time in Alice Tully Hall.

MTT Returns

Any performance by conductor Michael Tilson Thomas is special, but his concerts on November 4, 5, and 7 mark his first New York Philharmonic appearance in 10 years. This collaboration goes back to his role as Music Director of the Orchestra’s Young People’s Concerts, 1973–77, when he wrote, hosted, and conducted the iconic series. His appearances this month — a quintessential “MTT” blend of works by Crawford Seeger and Berg with Beethoven’s Eroica — also are his first anywhere after recovering from surgery to remove a brain tumor. Help us welcome him back!
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Unity in Duality

Chen Yi is a composer who reflects dualities. Born in China, she now resides in Missouri, where she holds the position of Distinguished Professor at the University of Missouri–Kansas City Conservatory of Music and Dance. Her music combines influences from Chinese and European-derived traditions.

Discover her sound world on November 24, 26, and 27, when Jaap van Zweden conducts Duo Ye for chamber orchestra, her take on an ancient song and dance form in which people join together in a circle surrounding a fire. She explains that her music represents “the imagination of the primitive power, the high energetic spirit, and the charming folk singing as the soul of the music.”

Future Archive

The Leon Levy Foundation has supported the New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital Archives since it was launched ten years ago, making it possible to share American musical history going back to 1842 — free, online. Now the Foundation has given an additional $1.5 million gift (supporting a $500,000 National Endowment for the Humanities digital infrastructure challenge grant) to bolster a five-year modernization that includes an expansion to new lobby screens, bringing the Orchestra’s multifaceted collections to all who visit the renovated David Geffen Hall, due to reopen in the fall of 2022.

Even now, you can explore this treasure trove from the comfort of your home at archives.nyphil.org.

On the cover: The southeast corner of David Geffen Hall

Visit nyphil.org for more info.
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Over the summer and into the fall, the New York Philharmonic returned to regularly giving live concerts, first outdoors — at the Bravo! Vail Music Festival and in Central Park — and then in the kick-off to the 2021–22 subscription season.

1. July 21: Philharmonic Board Co-Chairman Oscar L. Tang* and his wife, Agnes Hsu-Tang (far left), and Co-Chairman Peter W. May* and his wife, Leni (far right), at the party they hosted at the Bravo! Vail Music Festival, seen here with Linda and Mitch Hart President & CEO Deborah Borda and Music Director Jaap van Zweden

2. July 21: Board Chairman Emeritus Oscar S. Schafer* with Maestro van Zweden

3. July 21: Philharmonic violinist Fiona Simon with Mr. Tang*

4. August 21: Conductor Marin Alsop and actress and vocalist Jennifer Hudson, one of the soloists joining the Philharmonic in opening WE ♥ NYC: The Homecoming Concert, produced by New York City, Clive Davis, and Live Nation, held on Central Park’s Great Lawn to celebrate the Big Apple’s comeback after the pandemic

5. September 17: Ralph and Cornelia Heins, two of those gathered in Alice Tully Hall for the Philharmonic’s first subscription concert after 556 days
6. September 17: Daisy M. Soros* with Ms. Borda and Mr. May*

7. September 17: Elizabeth A.* and Frank Newman

8. September 17: Angela Meredith-Jones and Christian A. Lange*

9. September 17: Pulitzer Prize–winning composer Tania León* and Leona Kern

Photos: 1–3, Zach Mahone; 4, Kevin Mazur / Getty Images for Live Nation; 5–9, Chris Lee

*Board Member
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This program will last approximately two hours, including one intermission.

Michael Tilson Thomas’s appearance is made possible through the Charles A. Dana Distinguished Conductors Endowment Fund.

Guest artist appearances are made possible through the Hedwig van Ameringen Guest Artists Endowment Fund.

Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center
Michael Tilson Thomas, Conductor
Gil Shaham, Violin

CRAWFORD (SEEGER) (1901–53) Andante for Strings (1931; rev. 1938)

BERG (1885–1935) Concerto for Violin and Orchestra (1935)
Andante — Allegretto
Allegro — Adagio

GIL SHAHAM

Intermission

BEETHOVEN (1770–1827) Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major, Op. 55, Sinfonia eroica (1802–04)
Allegro con brio
Marcia funebre: Adagio assai
Scherzo: Allegro vivace
Finale: Allegro molto — Poco andante — Presto

New York Philharmonic performances are streamed on NYPhil+ (nyphil.org/plus), which hosts new and historic performance videos and broadcasts, and syndicated on The New York Philharmonic This Week (nyphil.org/thisweek), the award-winning weekly radio series.

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube.

PLEASE SILENCE YOUR ELECTRONIC DEVICES.
PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO RECORDING ARE ONLY PERMITTED DURING APPLAUSE.
Notes on the Program

Andante for Strings

Ruth Crawford (Seeger)

One of our nation’s most remarkable modernists, Ruth Crawford studied at the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago. She was a force in Chicago’s new-music scene and in 1928 became a founding member of the Chicago Chapter of the International Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM). The next year she left for New York, where she was welcomed into Henry Cowell’s avant-garde circle, next to (among others) the composer Carl Ruggles and the music theorist/musicologist Charles Seeger. She became the latter’s student and, in 1932, his wife. (Today, many know her as Ruth Crawford Seeger, though the work heard in this concert was composed before she married.)

She was devoted to her husband, and some scholars feel that she was so awed by his impressive intellect and imagination that she buckled under when it came to her own creativity. It appears that Charles Seeger supported her emotionally and intellectually at important moments in her career, yet one gets the feeling that as the one hand was giving, the other may have been taking away. We need not speculate about their complex relationship apart from observing that Ruth Crawford Seeger produced a very small catalogue of music, and that nearly all her most significant works date from the minuscule span of 1930–33, effectively ending with her marriage.

Her undisputed masterpiece is her String Quartet 1931, completed in 1931, when she was Charles’s protégée and, though they weren’t yet married, they were engaged in a free-spirited love affair. She had mastered and internalized Charles’s major contribution (in conjunction with Cowell) to music theory: the principle of “dissonant counterpoint,” a through-the-looking-glass method that considered dissonances stable and consonances unstable, reversing centuries-old rules.

In 1930 she became the first woman to be awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in composition, and beginning in autumn 1930 she spent about a year in Europe without Seeger. The first half was in Berlin (where she made a point of not meeting Schoenberg) and the second half in Paris, with short excursions to other musical capitals, most prominently Vienna (where she got along with Berg) and Budapest (where she spent a few minutes with Bartók).

Throughout this time she was creating her remarkable String Quartet 1931. Strenuously modernist and constantly dissonant, its four movements are varied and brief, with the whole piece lasting just short of 12 minutes. The third of its four movements (Andante) is widely regarded as its most remarkable expanse. This section is based on a novel idea...

In Short

Born: July 3, 1901, in East Liverpool, Ohio
Died: November 18, 1953, in Chevy Chase, Maryland
Work composed: February–June 1931, as the third movement of her String Quartet 1931; revised into orchestral form in 1938
World premiere: November 13, 1933, in its string quartet version, by the New World String Quartet at the New School in New York
New York Philharmonic premiere: these performances
Estimated duration: ca. 3½ minutes
that the composer described thus:

The underlying plan is heterophony of dynamics — a sort of counterpoint of crescendi and diminuendi. The crescendo and diminuendo in each instrument occurs in definite rhythmic patterns, which change from time to time as the movement proceeds. ... The melodic line grows out of this continuous increase and decrease; it is given, one tone at a time, to different instruments, and each new melodic tone is brought in at the high point in a crescendo.

Two weeks after the quartet’s premiere the Andante movement was recorded as the very first release of Cowell’s New Music Society Recordings, the cost underwritten by Charles Ives. When Cowell published the

**Flow and Ebb**

The score of Andante for Strings clarifies how Ruth Crawford employs “a sort of counterpoint of crescendi and diminuendi” to generate a melody. For example, in these measures, which involve the first and second violins and the violas, she highlights the melodic line by writing the relevant notes in red. (Translating them to a black-and-white score, we place those red notes in boxes instead.)

In each case, the melodic note enters at lowest volume, then swells in a crescendo (——) to its loudest point (fz) and recedes again in a diminuendo (——), with each succeeding note of the melody (F-sharp, A-flat, E, D-sharp, F, C-sharp, etc.) similarly entering at its quietest point, swelling, and receding as the line passes from one string section to another.
work in 1941, in his periodical *New Music*, a notation above the *Andante* stated, “A double-bass part is available for performance of this movement by string orchestra.” This leaves no doubt that Crawford envisioned the possibility of an orchestral expansion from early on.

When the *Andante for Strings* was published in its orchestral form, it did include a bass part, but only toward the end of the piece. This was long accepted to be the composer’s final intention, but modern musicology has shown this to be a mistaken assumption. Materials in the collection of Crawfordiana in the Library of Congress make clear that the composer developed the bass part far beyond what was conveyed in the published score. This led to the creation of the revised edition played here, in which the basses participate more actively in the texture throughout.

**Instrumentation:** string orchestra.

**Version:** this performance incorporates musicologist Ian Sewell’s 2017 revisions to the published orchestration.

— James M. Keller, former New York Philharmonic Program Annotator, The Leni and Peter May Chair; San Francisco Symphony program annotator; and author of *Chamber Music: A Listener’s Guide* (Oxford University Press); an earlier form of this note appeared in the programs of the San Francisco Symphony and is used with permission.

---

**All in the Family**

After marrying musicologist Charles Seeger, Ruth Crawford Seeger devoted a good deal of time to her family — her husband, his son Pete (from an earlier marriage), and their children Mike and Peggy — and funneled almost all of her musical activities into the folksong revival movement, with which all the Seegers would become deeply associated. (Yes, her stepson was that Pete Seeger.) She may well be best known today for her arrangements collected into such volumes as *American Folksongs for Children* (1948), *Animal Folksongs for Children* (1951), and *American Folksongs for Christmas* (1953).
In February 1935 violinist Louis Krasner approached the 50-year-old Alban Berg to request that he compose a concerto. Krasner, who would live to the age of 91, was near the beginning of a long career that would occupy a place of honor in the annals of contemporary music; in addition to introducing Berg’s Violin Concerto, he would go on to premiere concertos by Schoenberg, Alfredo Casella, and Roger Sessions. But Berg expressed no interest in Krasner’s request. As a composer, he tended to be slow and methodical, and at the moment he was completely absorbed in the composition of his opera Lulu. It seemed unlikely that Krasner’s dream would be fulfilled.

But privately the idea had intrigued Berg, not least because of Krasner’s argument that what 12-tone music needed in order to become popular was a genuinely expressive, heartfelt piece in an audience-friendly genre like a concerto. Then, too, the generous commission that Krasner offered was sorely tempting: $1,500 went a long way in 1935. In spite of himself, Berg started making tentative stabs toward writing such a work as Krasner envisioned, and he accepted the commission.

Suddenly that spring the composer received word, on April 22, that Manon Groppius — the 18-year-old daughter of Alma Mahler Werfel (widow of Gustav) and the well-known architect Walter Gropius, had died of polio. Berg had adored the girl since her earliest childhood and, harnessing the creative energy that tragedy can inspire, he resolved to compose a musical memorial. He wrote in a letter to Alma:

Before this terrible year has passed, you and Franz [Werfel, her then husband] will be able to hear, in the form of a score which I shall dedicate “to the memory of an angel,” that which I feel and today cannot express.

Berg immediately turned his entire focus to the Violin Concerto, left off work on the final act of Lulu (which would remain incomplete), and moved to a summer cottage on the Wörthersee in the southern Austrian province of Kärnten (Carinthia). Although it scarcely appears on the radar of American tourists, the Wörthersee was (and is) a popular destination for European vacationers. Mahler had built a summer getaway at Maier-nigg on the lake’s southern shore, and — Berg was delighted to point out — Brahms had written much of his Violin Concerto while staying at a hotel on the northern side.

Berg worked feverishly on the concerto. Normally he required two years to write a large-scale work, but the Violin Concerto

---

**In Short**

**Born:** February 9, 1885, in Vienna, Austria  
**Died:** December 24, 1935, in Vienna  
**Work composed:** begun in late April 1935, substantially completed by the middle of July, complete score finished August 11  
**World premiere:** April 19, 1936, at the International Society for Contemporary Music Festival in Barcelona by the Orquesta Pau Casals, Hermann Scherchen, conductor (substituting at the last minute for Anton Webern), Louis Krasner, soloist  
**New York Philharmonic premiere:** December 15, 1949, Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor, Joseph Szigeti, soloist  
**Most recent New York Philharmonic performance:** May 10, 2014, Bernard Haitink, conductor, Leonidas Kavakos, violin  
**Estimated duration:** ca. 27 minutes
was completed in less than four months. At the head of the manuscript he inscribed “To the Memory of an Angel,” just as he had promised. The name of Louis Krasner was also appended to the score as dedicatee.

This piece, Berg’s only solo concerto, evolved according to the 12-tone principles that the composer had learned at the knee of Arnold Schoenberg and championed as only a great composer could, which is to say, by using those principles as a means toward articulating a unique world of expression. Within his tone row, Berg chooses to emphasize those pitches that correspond to the open strings of the violin, yielding a harmonic basis that makes perfect sense for the forces involved. These pitches are intoned at the outset of the concerto. In fact, many 19th-century violin concertos, including those of Beethoven, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky, had settled their tonic on D, a note at the heart of the instrument’s tuning — not such a different tactic from that of Berg.

**Instrumentation:** two flutes (both doubling piccolo), two oboes (one doubling English horn), three clarinets (one doubling alto saxophone) and bass clarinet, two bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns, two trumpets, two trombones (tenor and bass), tuba, timpani, bass drum, cymbals, snare drum, tam-tam, gong, triangle, harp, and strings, in addition to the solo violin.

— J.M.K.

**Listen for ... the Chorale**

Berg’s Violin Concerto concludes with a set of variations on the Lutheran chorale “Es ist genug! Herr, wenn es Dir gefällt” (“It is enough! Lord, when it pleases you”). As he was composing the piece, Berg discovered that the final four notes of his tone row corresponded exactly with the opening notes of that chorale’s melody, which he knew through its harmonization in J.S. Bach’s Cantata No. 60. The chorale melody begins with a succession of three whole tones, which together describe the interval of the augmented fourth — the tritone, anciently forbidden as the “devil in music.”

Berg also realized that his current project enjoyed not just a musical connection to the chorale, but a poetic one as well, since the text of the chorale supremely expressed an emotion he was endeavoring to articulate about Manon Gropius’s inevitable resignation to untimely death:

It is enough!
Lord, when it pleases you
Unshackle me at last.
My Jesus comes;
I bid the world goodnight
I travel to the heavenly home.
I surely travel there in peace,
My troubles left below.
It is enough! It is enough!

Manon Gropius, ca. 1934
Ludwig van Beethoven was a partisan of noble humanitarian principles, joining those who saw the democratic ideals of ancient Greece reflected in the aspirations of the Jacobins of post-Revolutionary France. At the head of the Jacobins was Napoleon Bonaparte, and Beethoven was among the political idealists who viewed Napoleon as a repository of hope for the social enlightenment of humankind.

At the urging of the future King of Sweden, Beethoven began contemplating a musical celebration of Napoleon as early as 1797. As his early sketches coalesced into a symphony, Beethoven resolved not to simply dedicate his composition to Napoleon, but to actually name it after him. In the spring of 1804, just as Beethoven completed his symphonic tribute, news arrived that Napoleon had crowned himself Emperor, that the standardbearer of republicanism had seized power as an absolutist dictator. It fell to Beethoven’s pupil Ferdinand Ries to inform the temperamental composer, and to relate the scene (which must have occurred in May 1804) in a later biography:

Beethoven held [Napoleon] in extremely high esteem at that time and compared him to the greatest Roman consul. Both I and several of his closer friends saw this symphony lying on his table, already copied out in score; at the very top of the title-page was the word “Buonaparte” and at the very bottom “Luigi van Beethoven” — and that was all. Whether he intended to fill in the middle, and with what, I do not know. I was the first one to bring him the news that Buonaparte had declared himself emperor — whereupon he flew into a rage, shouting: “Is even he nothing but an ordinary man! Now he will also trample upon human rights and become a slave to his own ambition; now he will set himself above all other men and become a tyrant.” Beethoven went to the table, grabbed the top of the title-page, tore it in two, and threw it to the floor. The first page was re-written and the symphony was then for the first time given the title of *Sinfonia eroica*.

The autograph score thus mutilated has disappeared, but the library of Vienna’s Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde owns a copyist’s manuscript that Beethoven marked and used for conducting — and it tells a

---

**In Short**

**Born:** December 15, 1770 (probably, since he was baptized on the 17th), in Bonn, then an independent electorate of Germany

**Died:** March 26, 1827, in Vienna, Austria

**Work composed:** summer or fall of 1802 to the spring of 1804; a prominent theme in the finale dates from 1801; dedicated to the music-loving nobleman Prince Franz Joseph von Lobkowitz

**World premiere:** in private performances at Prince Lobkowitz’s palace in Vienna during the second half of 1804; first public performance, April 7, 1805, at Vienna’s Theater an der Wien, with the composer conducting

**New York Philharmonic premiere:** February 18, 1843, Ureli Corelli Hill, conductor, which marked the US Premiere

**Most recent New York Philharmonic performance:** May 28, 2019, Jaap van Zweden, conductor

**Estimated duration:** ca. 47 minutes
Beethoven, the Eroica, and Napoleon

Beethoven had intended to name his Third Symphony for Napoleon Bonaparte, but changed his mind in a fit of rage at the news that the French ruler, who had seemed to uphold democratic ideals, had declared himself Emperor. Napoleon was confirmed as Emperor by the French Senate in May 1804, and the move was subsequently approved by the public in a constitutional referendum, although 52 percent of voters abstained.

Napoleon’s coronation at the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, on December 2, 1804, carried all the trappings of royal succession that the French Revolution had overthrown. He was draped in an 80-pound, red velvet, ermine-lined mantle, carried a scepter and sword, and wore a gold laurel wreath prior to taking the Crown of Charlemagne. The crown had been newly created, as the traditional royal jewels had been destroyed in the Revolution. Napoleon was anointed by Pope Pius VII, but then crowned himself, signifying that this imperial reign came from his own merits and the will of the people, and not through religious consecration.

Madame de Rémusat, a woman of letters who served Napoleon’s wife, the Empress Josephine, observed that “men worn out by the turmoil of the Revolution … looked for the domination of an able ruler” and that “people believed quite sincerely that Bonaparte, whether as consul or emperor, would exert his authority and save [them] from the perils of anarchy.”

At first, critical response was guarded. On February 13, 1805, readers of Leipzig’s Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung ingested this report:

The reviewer belongs to Herr van Beethoven’s sincerest admirers, but in this composition he must confess that he finds too much that is glaring and bizarre, which hinders greatly one’s grasp of the
whole, and a sense of unity is almost completely lost.

The same critic maintained that the piece “lasted an entire hour.” That was an exaggeration, but the Eroica was nonetheless the longest symphony ever written when it was unveiled, and listeners and critics commented widely on that fact. “If I write a symphony an hour long,” Beethoven is said to have countered, “it will be found short enough,” and he was proved right in the long run.

Opinion about the Third Symphony shifted rapidly. By 1807 nearly all reactions to the piece were favorable, or at least respectful, and critics were starting to make sense of its more radical elements and accept it as one of the summit achievements in all of music.

Instrumentation: two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, three horns, two trumpets, timpani, and strings.

— J.M.K.

Listen for ... a “False Entrance”

The course of the first movement of the Eroica Symphony is quite unpredictable, and one of its quirks led to an incident that must have been fearsome at the time. Just before the recapitulation, Beethoven writes what sounds like a false entrance for the horn, prefiguring immediately upcoming material but sounding dissonant against a chord being played just then by the violins.

An account by the composer’s pupil Ferdinand Ries states:

The first rehearsal of the symphony was terrible, but the hornist did in fact come in on cue. I was standing next to Beethoven and, believing that he had made a wrong entrance, I said, “That damned hornist! Can’t he count? It sounds frighteningly wrong.” I believe I was in danger of getting my ears boxed. Beethoven did not forgive me for a long time.
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Michael Tilson Thomas is co-founder and artistic director of the New World Symphony, music director laureate of the San Francisco Symphony, and conductor laureate of the London Symphony Orchestra. He is a 12-time Grammy Award winner and has conducted the major orchestras of Europe and the United States.

Born in Los Angeles, Michael Tilson Thomas studied piano, conducting, and composition at the University of Southern California, and as a young musician worked with such artists as Igor Stravinsky and Aaron Copland. In his mid-20s he became assistant conductor — and later principal guest conductor — of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, which he led in his New York debut. He subsequently served as music director of the Buffalo Philharmonic, principal guest conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and principal conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra.

In 1987 he co-founded the New World Symphony (NWS), a postgraduate orchestral academy in Miami Beach dedicated to preparing young musicians of diverse backgrounds for leadership roles in classical music. Since then he has worked with more than 1,100 NWS fellows, many of whom have gone on to careers with major orchestras.

He became music director of the San Francisco Symphony in 1995, and his tenure was a period of significant growth and heightened international recognition for the orchestra. He led them in championing contemporary and American composers alongside classical masters and, as music director laureate, he continues to lead the orchestra in four weeks of concerts annually, as well as in special projects.

His discography includes more than 120 recordings, and his television work includes New York Philharmonic Young People’s Concerts, series for the BBC and PBS, and numerous televised performances. In 2020 he was profiled on PBS’s American Masters.

An active composer throughout his career, Michael Tilson Thomas’s major works include From the Diary of Anne Frank (1990), commissioned by UNICEF and premiered with Audrey Hepburn as narrator, and Meditations on Rilke (2019). Both appear on a recent Grammy Award–winning recording of his music by the San Francisco Symphony.

He is an Officier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres of France, a member of the American Academies of Arts and Sciences and Arts and Letters, a National Medal of Arts recipient, a member of the California Hall of Fame, and a 2019 Kennedy Center Honoree.

Gil Shaham is one of the foremost violinists of our time. He is sought after throughout the world for concerto appearances with leading orchestras and conductors, and regularly gives recitals and appears with ensembles on the great concert stages and at the prestigious festivals.

Highlights of recent years include a recording and performances of J.S. Bach’s complete sonatas and partitas for solo violin, as well as recitals with his longtime duo partner, pianist Akira Eguchi. He regularly appears with the Berlin Philharmonic,
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, San Francisco Symphony, Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic, New York Philharmonic, and Orchestre de Paris, and in multiyear residencies with the orchestras of Montreal, Stuttgart, and Singapore.

Mr. Shaham has more than two dozen concerto and solo CDs to his name, earning multiple Grammys, a Grand Prix du Disque, Diapason d’Or, and *Gramophone* Editor’s Choice. His most recent recording in the series *1930s Violin Concertos, Vol. 2* was nominated for a Grammy Award. In 2021 he released a new recording of the Beethoven and Brahms Violin Concertos with Eric Jacobsen and The Knights (Canary Classics).

Gil Shaham was awarded an Avery Fisher Career Grant in 1990, and in 2008 he received the Avery Fisher Prize. In 2012 he was named Instrumentalist of the Year by *Musical America*. He plays the 1699 “Countess Polignac” Stradivarius, and often collaborates with his wife, violinist Adele Anthony.
Jaap van Zweden became Music Director of the New York Philharmonic in 2018. Also Music Director of the Hong Kong Philharmonic, he has appeared as guest with leading orchestras such as the Orchestre de Paris, Amsterdam’s Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Vienna Philharmonic, Berlin Philharmonic, London Symphony Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, The Cleveland Orchestra, and Los Angeles Philharmonic.

Jaap van Zweden’s recordings with the New York Philharmonic include David Lang’s *prisoner of the state* and Julia Wolfe’s Grammy-nominated *Fire in my mouth* (Decca Gold). He conducted the first-ever performances in Hong Kong of Wagner’s *Ring Cycle*, the Naxos recording of which led the Hong Kong Philharmonic to be named the 2019 *Gramophone* Orchestra of the year. His performance of Wagner’s *Parsifal* received the Edison Award for Best Opera Recording in 2012.

Born in Amsterdam, Jaap van Zweden became the youngest-ever concertmaster of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra at age 19. He began his conducting career almost 20 years later, was named *Musical America’s* 2012 Conductor of the Year, and was awarded the prestigious Concertgebouw Prize in 2020. In 1997 he and his wife, Aaltje, established the Papageno Foundation to support families of children with autism.

The New York Philharmonic connects with up to 50 million music lovers each season through live concerts in New York and around the world, as well as broadcasts, recordings, and education programs. In the 2021–22 season, the Philharmonic presents concerts at two Lincoln Center venues — Alice Tully Hall and the Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Frederick P. Rose Hall — during the renovation of David Geffen Hall, scheduled to reopen in fall 2022. The Orchestra gives World, US, and New York premieres of ten works, including seven led by Music Director Jaap van Zweden; examines *The Schumann Connection*, conducted by Gustavo Dudamel; joins The Mary and James G. Wallach Artist-in-Residence Anthony Roth Costanzo in *Authentic Selves: The Beauty Within*, exploring questions of identity; and collaborates with New York City community partners.

The Philharmonic has commissioned and/or premiered important works, from Dvořák’s *New World* Symphony to Tania León’s Pulitzer Prize–winning *Stride*. The Orchestra has released more than 2,000 recordings since 1917, streams performances on NYPhil+, and shares its extensive history free online through the New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital Archives.

Founded in 1842, the New York Philharmonic is the oldest symphony orchestra in the United States, and one of the oldest in the world. Jaap van Zweden became Music Director in 2018–19, succeeding titans including Bernstein, Toscanini, and Mahler.
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Order Tickets and Subscribe
Order tickets online at nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5656.

The New York Philharmonic Box Office is at Alice Tully Hall, open from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday; noon to 6 p.m., Sunday; and remains open one-half hour past concert
time on performance evenings.

Donate Your Concert Tickets
Can’t attend a concert as planned? Call Customer Relations at (212) 875-5656 to donate your
tickets for re-sale, and receive a receipt for tax purposes in return.

For the Enjoyment of All
Latecomers and patrons who leave the hall will be seated only after the completion of a work.
Silence all cell phones and other electronic devices throughout the performance.
Photography, sound recording, or videotaping of performances is prohibited.

For Your Comfort and Convenience
Alice Tully Hall
Accessible men’s and women’s restrooms are on the lower-level orchestra right. Accessible unisex
restrooms on lobby / street level, on the ramp to the left of the Box Office windows.
Braille & Large-Print Programs are available at the Head Usher’s Desk, located on the street level in the
Morgan Stanley Lobby.
Infrared assisted listening devices [headsets and neck loops] are available at the Head Usher’s Desk;
a valid photo ID is needed to ensure return.
Accessible seating can be arranged at the point of sale. Wheelchair loans are available for people
who require assistance to go to and from their seats; to arrange a loan, subject to availability, please
call (212) 875-5620. There are elevators at the venue.
Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Frederick P. Rose Hall
Accessible men’s and women’s restrooms are on the orchestra and mezzanine levels.
Braille & Large-Print Programs are available at the Information Table on the fifth floor.
Infrared assistive listening devices (headsets and neck loops) are available at the coat check.
A valid photo ID is needed to ensure return.
Accessible seating can be arranged at the point of sale. Wheelchair loans are available for people
who require assistance to go to and from their seats; to arrange a loan please call New York Philharmonic
Customer Relations at [212] 875-5656 on the day before the concert. There are elevators at the venue.
For more information or to request additional accommodations, please contact Customer Relations at
(212) 875-5656.

For Your Safety
For the latest on the New York Philharmonic’s health and safety guidelines visit nyphil.org/safety.
Fire exits indicated by a red light and the sign nearest to the seat you occupy are the shortest routes
to the street. In the event of fire or other emergency, do not run — walk to that exit.
If an evacuation is needed, follow the instructions given by the House Manager and Usher staff.
Automated external defibrillators (AEDs) and First Aid kits are available, if needed during an
emergency.
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Campaign Donors

The Philharmonic is grateful for the outstanding generosity of the leadership donors who have supported our comprehensive campaigns since September 2014, including the current David Geffen Hall Renovation Campaign and the Forward Fund.
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Leadership Giving

The support of each and every New York Philharmonic donor allows us to offer our audiences the finest of performances throughout the season. We extend our special thanks to those making substantial leadership gifts to support creative artistic endeavors, unique concert series, and impactful educational programs. To contribute or for more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Individual Giving, at gayl@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5942.
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Leonard Bernstein Circle

A Message from Daisy Soros, Leonard Bernstein Circle Chairman

As chair of the Leonard Bernstein Circle, I am extremely proud to celebrate those generous supporters who advance the Philharmonic and help build on our reputation as one of the world’s greatest orchestras. Benefits of Leonard Bernstein Circle membership feature unique, private events throughout the season. For more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Individual Giving, at gayl@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5942.
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International Advisory Board of the New York Philharmonic

The Philharmonic established the International Advisory Board (IAB) to engage supporters from around the globe to serve as ambassadors in their respective home cities and countries. The financial support and participation of this international group increases the reach of the Philharmonic as it brings together people of different cultures through music and an appreciation of the Orchestra’s rich history on the world stage. For more information, please contact Luke Gay, Director of Individual Giving, at gayl@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5942.
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* IAB member also serves on the New York Philharmonic Board of Directors
Patron Program

A Message from Carol D. Schaefer, Patron Chairman

It is my pleasure to acknowledge the extraordinary support of our Patrons, who are the driving force behind many of the Philharmonic’s artistic initiatives and education programs. We thank our Patrons with exclusive benefits including access to our VIP Patron Ticket Service and Patron Lounges, invitations to our private chamber music performances and receptions with musicians, and behind-the-scenes access. For more information contact Luke Gay, Director of Individual Giving, at gayl@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5942.
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Sandra and Harvey Benenson
Gerhild and Clemens Borsiig
The Frehse Family
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Linda and Stuart* Nelson
Margitta Rose
Carll Tucker and Jane Quinn
Simon Yates and Kevin Roon
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Susan Augustyn and Glenn Schiller
Roger E. Burke
Martha and Jonathan Cohen
Betsy L. Cohn
Andrea Loshin Colby
Seth E. Frank
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Martha Hall
Steven L. Holley
Jeffrey H. Loria & Co.
Beverley and Frank Macninis
Michael* and Cynthia Marks
The Sillen Family and The Waterfall Family Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Som
Julie and David M. Tobey
Uncle Larry’s Fund
Neil Westreich
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Gifts of $10,000 or more
Ann and Daniel Bernstein
Eli Bluestone
Lauren Blum and C. William Merten
Selma Bornstein

Gifts of $5,500 or more
Virginia Aaron
Argos Fund
Kathi and Peter Arnow
Kavita and Lalit Bahl
Guy and Nora Barron
Jayne and Paul Becker
Susan Beckerman
Murat Begazit
Barbara and Gary Brandt
Harmon Brown
Robert and Margaret Burbidge
David and Dana Clossey
Barbara and H. Rodgin Cohen
Jeffrey L. Cohen

Council of the Phil

Council of the Phil is a dedicated group of professionals who are committed to supporting the Philharmonic and to engaging with its leadership to help propel the Orchestra into a vibrant future. Membership begins with an annual gift of $12,000 and provides special benefits throughout the year that include exclusive events. For more information, please contact Anna Scully, Major Gifts Officer, at sullya@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5696.
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Argos Fund
Kathi and Peter Arnow
Kavita and Lalit Bahl
Guy and Nora Barron
Jayne and Paul Becker
Susan Beckerman
Murat Begazit
Barbara and Gary Brandt
Harmon Brown
Robert and Margaret Burbidge
David and Dana Clossey
Barbara and H. Rodgin Cohen
Jeffrey L. Cohen
Bruce Cooper and Franklin Santarelli  
Dr. Frances R. Curcio  
Connie and Steve Delehanty  
Charna and Tony DiSanto  
Rebecca and Martin Eisenberg  
Kathleen M. Emberger  
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony B. Evnin  
David Feinberg  
Blaine* and Diane Fogg  
Eunnie and Milton Foman  
Andrew Frackman and Emily Braun  
The Eric Friedheim Foundation  
Karen and Henry Glanternik  
Sunny and Brad Goldberg  
Ellen C. Goldschmidt  
Marilynn and Willis Goldsmith  
Patricia L. Gould  
Dr.* and Mrs. Victor Grann  
John F. Green  
Molly Butler Hart and Michael D. Griffin  
Jane and Randy* Guggenheimer  
Lynne and Harold Handler  
Taylor Hanex  
Anita Hersch  
Gregory Ho and Linda Sanchez  
Natalie Katz: In memory of Murray S. Katz  
Robert M. Kaye  
Mrs. William J. [Ann Pfohl] Kirby  
Ann* and Dan Kolb  
Barry and Jill Lafer  
Alja Lee: In memory of Dr. Woon Soon Lee  
Peter and Lauren Lese  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lisanti  
Mr. Arthur L. Loeb  
Jeanette Loeb  
Sivia Loria  
Carol and Albert Lowenthal  
Bernice Manocherian  
Carol and Daniel F. Marcus  
Mr. Rodney McDaniel  
Mary Lou and Robert J. Morgado  
Charitable Trust  
Alice K. Netter  
Alfred and Judith Netter  
Stanley Newman and Dr. Brian Rosenthal  
Ms. Lorna Power  
Dr. Robert Press  
Dr. Gary and Deborah Raizes  
Arthur and Susan Rebell  
Jane and Paul Rittmaster  
Rose Family Fund  
Donna and Benjamin M. Rosen  
Dr. Cheryl Rubin and Mr. Gordon Borteck  
Ruth* and Milton Rubin  
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Rudin  
Joan L. and Reade H. Ryan  
Raphael Samuel  
M. Schwaller  
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley DeForest Scott  
Kathleen Scott  
The Helena Segy Foundation  
Stefanie W. Sheehan  
Irene and Fred* Shen  
Solender Family Funds

Elaine* and Stephen Stamas  
Nancy and Burton Staniar  
Flora Suter: In memory of George Suter  
Elliot Schreiber and Sara V. Traberman  
Gayle Turk London  
Sue Ann Weinberg  
Kimba Wood and Frank Richardson  
Patrick B. Woods  
Shannon Wu and Joseph Kahn  
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Bert and Gloria Abrams  
Caryl and Herbert Ackerman  
Katherine and Paul S. Adler  
Mimi and Barry J. Alperin  
Anthony Anamone and Vivian Pyle  
Erik and Gerd Anastad  
Dr. and Mrs. David M. Arneson  
Nicolina Astorina  
Eva and Frank Bachrach  
Janice and David Barnard  
Marion and Sam Bass  
Marta Benach  
Daniel and Vivian* Bernstein  
Dr. David R. Bickers  
Margot and Jerry Bogert  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Braddock  
Cynthia D. Brodsky  
Timothy and Mary Brosnan  
Douglas Bunim  
Mr.* and Mrs. Bruce R. Burton  
Sergey Butkevich and Irina Golina  
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Campbell  
Judith Champion and Mel Litoff  
Kenneth H. Chase  
Calvin Cheng  
Carol and Wallace Chinitz  
Dr. Miguel Antonio Cima  
Leona Claque and Yonatan Arbel  
Cornelia and Stewart Clifford  
Isabel E. Collins  
Vicki Cook and William Fotino  
Denise Cote  
Nathalie and Marshall Cox  
Barbara M. Deacon  
Aashish and Dinny Devitre  
Ruth* and Robert Diefenbach  
Inanna Donnelley  
Mary Ellen Dundon  
Rosalynd and Irwin Engelman  
Hasan and Elinor Garan  
Kari and Stephen Gauster: In memory of Donald and Joanne Asperheim  
Edythe Gladstein  
In memory of Hope Perry Goldstein  
Susan and Edward Greenberg  
Edmund A. and Arlene* Grossman  
Mr. L. Jay Grossman  
Susan Gulia  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Hall  
Beverly L. Hamilton  
Russel Hamilton  
Phyllis Hellborn  
Michael and Lesley Heller  
Susan and Robert Hermanos  
Joel Hensley and Roy Eddy

Linda and Steven Hill  
Diane and Kenneth Hipkins  
Diane Deschamps Hockstader  
Timothy Hughes  
Elhu* and Harriet Inselbush  
Dr. Betty S. Iu  
Susan G. Jacoby  
Alfred and Sally Jones  
Mr.* and Mrs. Arnold Jurdem  
Mr.* and Mrs. Kenneth Kahane  
Avi Katz  
Yukako Kawata  
Thomas F. Kearns  
Sylvie Kimche  
Rosalind Kochman  
Venetia Kontogouris  
Roberta and Arnie Krumholz  
Thomas Lalla  
Casey and Sam Lambert  
Arthur S. Leonard  
Phyllis and Bernard Leventhal  
Betty and John A. Levin  
Jeremy Levine and Yael Taqqu  
Stuart E. Legton and Linda M. Weinbaugh  
Amy and Frank Linde  
Jane Lombard  
Alan Lorber and Bonnie Wolpe  
Pamela Manice  
Joanna Maravel  
Jane Martinez  
Solreil and Barbara Mathes  
Melachrina May and Lawrence A. Sax  
Mary Willis White and Paul Means  
Richard and Ronay Menschel  
Karl Moller  
Claire Molloy and Seth Lloyd  
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Morgan  
Melisa and Chappy Morris  
Mr. and Mrs. Lester S. Morse  
Maxwell Neely-Cohen  
Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Nelson  
Ruth Newman: In memory of Leonard Newman  
Mr. and Mrs. Peter P. Nitze  
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Ned and Ellen Oelsner  
Daniel Padnos and Dexter Phillips  
Michael and Gabrielle Politz  
Sybil Parker and Linda Collins  
Brian and Erin Postuszki  
Amy and John Peckham  
Susan Porter  
Andrea and Andy Potash  
Dr. Martha J. Radford  
Mr. John Raggio and Dr. Donna Kesselman  
Dr. Everett R. Reff: In loving memory of Elaine Helena Reff  
Dana and Richard Reimer  
Gail and Michael Rogers  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rosen  
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Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Rothman  
Nancy B. Rubinger  
Martin G. Ruckel  
Nancy B. Rubinger  
Anne H. and Robert D. Sack
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Arlene Lidsky Salomon and Chester B. Salomon
Eduardo Sánchez-Iriarte R.
Paul H. Scarbrough, Akustiks, LLC.
Betty and Paul Schaffer
Richard E. Scheid
Mark J. Schiff
Sanford J. Schlesinger and Lianne Lazetera
Mary E. and Mr. Marc D. Schneider
Laszlo Seress
Veronica H. Sessler
Muriel F. Siebert Foundation
David and Hope Solinger Foundation
Barbara and Richard Solomon
Isaac and Ellen Sonsino
Connie Steensma and Richard Prins
Elizabeth and Peter Stegmann
Marlene Stiger: In loving memory of
Arthur M. Bernhardt
Padnos-Phillip Donor-Advised Fund of
Stonewall Community Foundation
Virginia K. Stowe
Phyllis and Bernard Sussman
The Sussman Foundation
James R. Swenson and Joyce P. Gurynski
Ms. Sheila Swigert
Dr. and Mrs. Jaime Sznajder
Stephen and Lynda Tepperman
Malcolm Thomson and Melody Sawyer Richardson
Carol Tobin
J. Ronald and Florence Trost
Robert Tung
Dr. Caroline Urvater
Lisa Van Curen
Jacobus van Heerden
Jeanette Sarkisian Wagner
Scott F. Warner
Sara Webster
Susan L. West
Joyce L. West
Ellen and Avram Westin
Carole and Randolph Williams
John J. Yarmick
Dr. Alan Zients and Dr. Ronda Shaw
Janet Zinberg and Joel Zinberg: In
memory of Arthur D. Zinberg
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Susan Isaacs and Elkan Abramowitz
Kim and David Adler
The Adnim Foundation
Donald R. Allen and Mildred Munich
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner E. Anderson
Christine and Max Ansbacher
Claire and Howard Couto
Judith Tygel Catalano and Douglas Catalano
Hilary Cecil-Jordan
Ken Cera
Judy Chasanoff
Audrey and Jerry* Chatzky
Mrs. Dupre Cochran
Marian and James H. Cohen
John and Catherine Colton
Lena Sinha-Connolly and Michael Connolly
Camille Cooper and Kenneth Rossner
Susan Corcoran
Robert J. Cubitto and Ellen R. Nadler
Dr. Michael Cucka
Susan Cummings
In memory of John* and Shamseh*
Dackson
Peggy and Dick Danziger
Isabella De Piero
Laura DeMarco
Robert C. Diner
Dr. Naomi Donnelly
In memory of Helen Dobkowski
Elaine Katz Edlin
Leslie Eichner
George and Virginia Elvin
Charles and Amy Entelis
Suellen Ettinger
Anonymous: In memory of George Fefer
Anna and Jim Fantaci
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Feinberg
Norman Feit and Shoshadoin Hanlen
Prof. and Mrs. Meyer Feldberg
Joan and William Felder
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Fenneler
Joseph Field and Ariane de Vienne
Peter Finder
Pamela E. Flaherty
Ellen S. Flamm and Richard Peterson
Irene and Elizabeth Flinn
Kyle G. Foley
Dr. and Mrs. Roland Folter
Drs. Joseph Franciosa and Robin J. McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Friedman
Fredrica S. and Stephen J. Friedman
Johanna and Leslie Garfield
Pamela Garvin
Anthony Gentile
Gladys George and Stuart Orsher
Mr. and Mrs. Gertz
Nicole Giannini
Maxine and Marvin Gilbert
Shaun M. Gilboy
Amy Gillenson and James D. Fornari
Shirley and David Ginzberg
Alice Gleason
Goldie Anna Charitable Trust
Carl and Gay Goldman
E. Robert and Barbara Goodkind
Dr. Marianne Goodman
Judy and George L. Graff
The Grodzinski Fund
Mr. Peter Gruenberger and Dr. Carin Lamm
Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey K. Gund
Mr. and Mrs. Mingwei Guo
Mr.* and Mrs. John H. Gutfried
Serina W. Gwirtzman
Douglas F. and Mary H. Hager
Cheryl and Fred Halpern
Marian Hamilton
Dr. David Harris
Susan M. Havranek
Aline and Bill Haynes
Rachel Heller and Neil Berger
Susan Hochberg
Tom and Libby Hollahan
Rosa and John H. Hovey
Richard R. Howe and Elizabeth C. Howe
Marcie and Fred Imberman
Martha R. Ingram
Max Van Gilder and Georgette Jasen
Mrs. Linda M. Jerr
Derrick Jordan
Eva and Jim* Judelson
Robert Kandel and Kristi Witter
Alicia Kaplan
Mr. and Mrs. Peter W. Keegan
Betsy and Robert Knapp
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kobel
The Kosloff Foundation
Marilyn and Paul* Kramer
Janet Kraus
Michelle and David Kroin
David Kuck
Bruce and Lori Laitman Rosenblum
Mary and John LaMattina
Mrs. W. Loebner Landau
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Lane
David Lang
Dr. Raymond and Ms. Adriana LaRaja
Joseph Martin
Dr. Dorothy Kim Lee and Victor Han
Florence Lee
Ms. Marian Leibowitz
Joan M. Leiman
Dr. Martin and Rosanne Lesher
Joseph S. Lesser: In loving memory of
Samene Webber Lesser
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Jerry Perl
Steven and Michele Pesner
Joe Pfifferling
Stephanie and Elliot Pinson
Catherine and Leon Pollack
Harold* and Judy Prince
Dr. Robert B. Raiber and Abbie Newman
Janet Ramsdal Thanks Jon Deak
Tibina Smith and Lawrence A. Rand
Naoko and Spencer Reames
David H. and L. Amanda Rhael
Melissa and Bruce Rich
Susan Rochlis
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Rodin
Stephanie and Steven Rosen
Rebecca Rosow
Dr. and Mrs. Michael G. Rothenberg
Mr. Marvin Sandler and Dr. Mimi Berman-Sandler
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Schacht
Sheira and Steven Schacter
Dr. Cheryl Fishbein and Philip Schatten
Carol Schepker and Ronald Miller
The Schildkraut Charitable Trust
Janet Schwartz
Wendy Simon Schwartz
Ms. Maxine R. Schweitzer
Peter Scola
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Scott
Anne Segal and Mark Silvenschotz
Leonora Seid and Larry Fischer
Michael Sekus and Bianca Russo
Sandra Semel
Christopher Omar Serbagi
Jill and Robert Serling
Jill and Jack Shaifer
Ellie and Howard Shapiro
Kazuhiro and Takako Shimbo
Gil Shiva
Georgia Shreve
Chia-Jen Siao
Lila and Martin Silverman
Flo and Warren Sinsheimer
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce S. Sioussat
Marlene Marko Skeist, MD and Loren Skeist
Jill S. Slater
Anna Snider
Annaliese Soros
Dr. and Mrs. Alan B. Sperber
Andrew and Patricia Steffan
Nancy Stehle
Dr. Bettie M. Steinberg
Linda B. Stern
Sydney and Jonathan Stern
Harriet Stollman
Beverley and Sabin Streeter
David P. Stuhr
James and Susan Swartz
Frances A. Taber and Barry Lenson
Leo J. Tick
Glen and Lynn Tobias
Jeffrey Tobias
H. F. Van Italie
Ruby Vogelfanger
Elizabeth and Dr. Harry L. Wachen
Dr. David Waldman and Dr. Georgia Lind
Weil Wang and Lulu Lin
Michele Warman and Larry Hirschfield
Dr. Robert J. Wasiczko
Johanna Weber
Evelene Wechsler
Laura and Richard Weinstock
Sally and Harold* Weisman
Joan Wiltz and Arthur Field
Jane A. West
Dr. Howard Wexler
Dr. Walter Williamson and Dr. Karen Zier
Kenneth and Rosemary Willman
Richard and Lisa Witten
Laszlo Zaborszky
Mrs. Linda Zaro
Carol and Lawrence Zicklin
Mark Zorger
Dr. Harriet Zuckerman
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New York Philharmonic Institutional Support

The New York Philharmonic is grateful for the support of the following foundations, corporations, and government entities, and we recognize their incredible contributions to our artistic, educational, and community access programs. For more information regarding the numerous opportunities to become involved with the Philharmonic, please contact Maricha Miles, Director of Institutional & Corporate Giving, at milesm@nyphil.org or call (212) 870-8852.

Joseph and Sophia Abeles Foundation
Accordant Advisors
The Achelis & Bodman Foundation
Ackman-Ziff
Arthur F. and Alice E. Adams Charitable Foundation
Gregory Annenberg Weingarten, GRoW @ Annenberg
The ASCAP Foundation
Baker McKenzie
The Theodore H. Barth Foundation
Frank and Lydia Bergen Foundation
Chardan
Consulate General of the Netherlands in New York
The Aaron Copland Fund for Music
Constans Culver Foundation
The Dana Foundation
Marie G. Dennett Foundation
Howard Gilman Foundation
Francis Goellet Charitable Lead Trusts
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
The Marc Haas Foundation
Hagnes Boone

The Hearst Foundations
The Hon. Helen Rosenthal, New York City Council
The Victor Herbert Foundation, Inc.
High Point Networks, LLC
Jephson Educational Trusts
The Kaplan Brothers Fund
Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Konzertdirektion Hans Ulrich Elroy and Terry Krumholz Foundation
League of American Orchestras
Leon Levy Foundation
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, Inc.
Richard Lounsbery Foundation
Audrey Love Charitable Foundation
Mitsui & Co. (U.S.A.), Inc.
The Ambrose Monell Foundation
The E. Nakamichi Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
National Endowment for the Humanities
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
The New York Community Trust

New York State Council on the Arts
The Domenico Paulon Foundation
Donald A. Pels Charitable Trust
The Penates Foundation
The Prospect Hill Foundation
The Philip W. Riskin Charitable Foundation
The Rochlis Family Foundation
Billy Rose Foundation, Inc.
Leo Rosner Foundation
The Fan Fox and Leslie R. Samuels Foundation, Inc.
Adolph and Ruth Schnurmacher Foundation, Inc.
The Shubert Foundation, Inc.
The C.F. Roe Slade Foundation
Starr International Foundation
The Staten Island Foundation
Alan and Katherine Strock Fund
Teng Yue Partners, LP
Virginia B. Toulmin Foundation
The Rudolph and Lentihon G. Von Fluegge Foundation
The Wallace Foundation
Ann Eden Woodward Foundation

Volunteer Council of the New York Philharmonic

The Volunteer Council was created in 1980 to coordinate the talent, time, and energy of people who care about music and the New York Philharmonic. We are grateful to have such dedicated volunteers. If you are interested in becoming a member of the Philharmonic’s Volunteer Council, please visit our webpage at nyphil.org/volunteer.

Executive Committee
Brett Kelly
President
Alice Greenwald
Vice President
Maida Hirschkorn
Vice President
Suellen Ettinger
Vice President
Joan Conner
Vice President
Audrey Drillich
Secretary / Vice President
Jennifer Noble
Vice President
Ellen Haas
Vice President
Dede Rothenberg
Immediate Past President

Steering Committee
Gerry Becker
Simone Belda
Laura Bronson
Tom Buffkin
Michael DeStio
Kathy Emery
Matt Feinstei
Norman Feit
Amy Friedner
William Gerdes
Gloria Goldberg
Katrina Hering
Harriet Levine
Carolyn Ramsdal
Linda Rogers
Sara Sadin
Barry Schwartz
Doris Schwartz
Ann Seifert
Judy Smith
Pam Stewart
Harriett Stollman
Kuo Tsu
Nona Ventry
Ricki Wasserma
Leah Williams
Jo-Ann Winnik
Heritage Society

We acknowledge and honor the following individuals who have included the New York Philharmonic in their financial and estate planning. We thank you for your foresight and generous commitments. For more information on leaving a legacy, please contact Christine Mickletz, Director, Philanthropic Planning & Partnerships, at mickletzc@nyphil.org or call (212) 875-5845.

Chairman
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Dr. Kurt Becket and Ms. Joyce Weinstein
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Bernheim
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Bernstein
Elizabeth Alford Beskin
Alison Blackman and John Dunham
The Honorable and Mrs. Donald M. Blinken
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Kurt Becket
Deborah Fadem
Matheson
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Give Creatively

There are many options to plan an Annual Fund or Legacy Gift to the New York Philharmonic.

With a thoughtful approach you can assist the Orchestra and help your individual financial goals.

You may be familiar with several ways, including:

• Bequests
• Remainder Trusts
• Naming the New York Philharmonic as beneficiary of your retirement plans
• A gift through a DAF or an IRA

But there are other options too, such as:

• Gifts of Real Estate
• Retained estates
• Gifts of Instruments, artwork, or jewelry
• Liquidating inherited IRAs
• Lead Trusts

Our staff can help you determine the best options.

Please call us at (212) 875-5845 or email mickletzc@nyphil.org.
Lincoln Center
Corporate Fund

Lincoln Center Corporate Fund is proud to support the following 10 participating organizations:
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center
Film at Lincoln Center
Jazz at Lincoln Center
The Juilliard School
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
Lincoln Center Theater
The Metropolitan Opera
New York City Ballet
New York Philharmonic
The School of American Ballet

GOLDEN CIRCLE
Bloomberg Philanthropies
BNY Mellon
Heast
Movado
The New York Times
Point72 Asset Management, L.P.
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation

OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP
Bank of America
Citi
Kenneth C. Griffin/Citadel

LEADERSHIP
The IDW Group, LLC
Morgan Stanley

DISTINGUISHED BENEFactors
A + E Networks
American Express
Axel Capital Management
Cahill, Gordon & Reindel LLP
Eastdil Secured, LLC
First Republic Bank
Fred, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP
Glenwood Management Corp.
GoldenTree Asset Management
Horizon Media Inc.
Interpublic Group
The Jeffries Companies
King & Spalding LLP

For information please call the Lincoln Center Corporate Fund
(212) 875-5430

Mr. and Mrs. Peter L. Malkin
Malkin Holdings, LLC
The Marc Haas Foundation
MetLife Foundation
Mitsui & Co. (U.S.A.), Inc.
Omnicom Group
Pfizer Inc.
Tatiana Piankova Foundation
Third Point, LLC
Tishman Speyer
Joe and Clara Tsai
Wells Fargo
Boaz Weinstein and Tali Farhadian Weinstein

BENEFactors
Benenson Capital Partners, LLC
Blackstone
Credit Suisse
David Hunt
IBM International Foundation
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
KPMG LLP
LionTree LLC
Ogden CAP Properties, LLC
Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP

DISTINGUISHED PATRONS
200 Amsterdam
Almanac Realty Investors
AmTrust Title
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Barclays
The Beshar Family Fund
BMO Capital Markets
The Boston Consulting Group Inc.
BTIG, LLC
Isaac Corrè
Davidson Kempner Capital Management
Dean Backer
Deloitte
Deutsche Bank
The Durst Organization
DYAL Capital
Neuberger Berman
EY
Firmenich
Deban and Tom Flexner
Fox Corporation
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Bennett J. Goodman
Gotham Organization, Inc.
Governors Lane
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
HBK Capital Management
Hess Corporation
Kinetic Content
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Latham & Watkins LLP
Thomas H. Lee and Ann Tenenbaum
Loews Corporation
Lowenstein Sandler LLP

M&T Bank
Edward J Minskoff
Nokota Management LP
Nomura America Foundation
Michael Oshain
Palestra Capital
People’s United Bank
PGIM
PVH Corp.
RBC Capital Markets
Kenneth and Karen Rosen
Samuel I. Newhouse Foundation
The Segal Company
Richard Silverman
Silverstein Properties, Inc.
SL Green Realty Corp.
Starr Foundation
Starwood Capital Group
Veronis Suhler Stevenson
Wildes & Weinberg, P.C.
Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP
York Capital Management
Nanar & Tony Yoseloff

PATRONS
Ronnie and Larry Ackman
BankUnited
Boston Properties
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Capital One Bank
CBRE
Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Dechert LLP
DWJ
E.B. Cohen Insurance & Risk Management
Emmert Capital
Empire State Realty Trust
Estate & Company, Inc.
Excell Development Company
Feinberg Properties LLC
Feltner Properties
First Eagle Investment Management
Fitch Ratings
Gates Capital Management
Goldfarb & Fleece LLP
Jack Resnick & Sons
Joseph Hage
Aaronsom LLC
L & L Holding Company
Latham & Watkins LLP
Nancy A. Marks
Eileen P. Matthews
Gates & Martin LLP
Empire State Realty Trust

DISTINGUISHED DONORS
Alvarez & Marsal Architectural Flooring Resource, Inc.
Clifford S. Asness Berkeley Research Group, LLC
Blank Rome LLP
Carl Marks Advisory Group
Clifford Chance US LLP

Savills, Inc.
Shorenstein Properties LLC
SLCE Architects, LLP
Solomon Organization
Charitable Trust
The Stahl Organization,
in memory of Stanley Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
Sumitomo Corporation of Americas Foundation
Owen D. Thomas
United Refining Company
Venable LLP
Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
Weiler Arrow
Mgt. Co., Inc.
Wells Fargo
Wheelhouse Group
Willis Towers Watson

FRIEND
Dr. Rupa Athreya
Brosens Foundation
Cantor Fitzgerald Securities Corporation
Patti Clement-Esseiter, HUB Insurance
Conway MacKenzie, Inc.
Corning Incorporated
David and Susan Coulter
Mary Graham Davis
Development Specialists, Inc.
G-III Apparel Group, Ltd.
GF P Real Estate
Investcorp
Sandlara L. Kozlowski
L. Jay Grossman
Foundation
Betty Levin
Mayer Brown LLP
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP
Mitsubishi Corporation Americas
Deborah Montaperto, Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management
Pershing Square Capital Management, L.P.
Michelle Rice
Debra & Mitchell Sonkin
Steven and Tina Swartz
Sy Syms Foundation
Vornado Realty Trust

DISTINGUISHED DONORS
Alvarez & Marsal
Architectural Flooring Resource, Inc.
Clifford S. Asness
Berkeley Research Group, LLC
Blank Rome LLP
Carl Marks Advisory Group
Clifford Chance US LLP
Compensation Advisory Partners
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CHAIR
Steven R. Swartz
Hearst
James L. Amine
Credit Suisse
Sarah E. Beshar
Paul Buccieri
A+E Networks Group
Richard A. Cirillo, Esq.
King & Spalding LLP
John P. Cole
Wells Fargo

David A. Coulter
Warburg Pincus LLC
Richard K. DeScherer
Bloomberg LP
Bob Garrett
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Philharmonic Schedule
November 2021–February 2022

Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center
Thu. November 11 | 7:30 p.m.
Fri. November 12 | 8:00 p.m.
Sat. November 13 | 8:00 p.m.

Simone Young conductor
Sheku Kanneh-Mason cello

J.S. BACH / Arr. Webern Fuga (Ricercata), from Musical Offering, BWV 1079
DVOŘÁK Cello Concerto
BRAHMS Symphony No. 1

Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center
Wed. November 17 | 7:30 p.m.
Thu. November 18 | 7:30 p.m.
Fri. November 19 | 8:00 p.m.

Semyon Bychkov conductor
Karen Gomyo violin

SHOSTAKOVICH Violin Concerto No. 1
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No. 1, Winter Dreams

HANDEL’S MESSIAH
Presented by Gary W. Parr
The Riverside Church
Tue. December 14 | 7:00 p.m.
Wed. December 15 | 7:00 p.m.
Fri. December 17 | 7:00 p.m.
Sat. December 18 | 7:00 p.m.

Jeannette Sorrell conductor
Amanda Forsythe soprano
John Holiday countertenor
Nicholas Phan tenor
Kevin Deas bass
Apollo’s Singers
Jeannette Sorrell artistic director

HANDEL Messiah

HOLIDAY BRASS
Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center
Thu. December 16 | 7:00 p.m.
Sat. December 18 | 2:00 p.m.

New York Philharmonic Brass and Percussion

Carnegie Hall
Thu. January 6 | 8:00 p.m.

Susanne Mäikki conductor
Franford Marsalis saxophone

Adolphus HAILSTORK
An American Port of Call
John ADAMS Saxophone Concerto
SIBELIUS Symphony No. 5
Info: carnegiehall.org

NEW YORK’S ORCHESTRA IS BACK
A Gala Evening with Itzhak Perlman
Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center
Thu. December 2 | 7:30 p.m.

Jaap van Zweden conductor
Itzhak Perlman violin

MOZART The Marriage of Figaro Overture
PROKOFIEV Symphony No. 1, Classical
BRUCH Violin Concerto No. 1

Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center
Fri. December 3 | 8:00 p.m.
Sat. December 4 | 8:00 p.m.

Jaap van Zweden conductor
Emanuel Ax piano

Joan TOWER 1920 / 2019
(Project 19 Commission)
MOZART Piano Concerto No. 17
DVOŘÁK Symphony No. 7

AUTHENTIC SELVES: THE BEAUTY WITHIN
Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center
Thu. January 27 | 7:30 p.m.
Fri. January 28 | 8:00 p.m.
Sat. January 29 | 8:00 p.m.

Jaap van Zweden conductor
Anthony Roth Costanzo countertenor
Justin Vivian Bond vocalist

Joan TOWER Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 1
VARIOUS / Arr. Nico MUHLY
Selections from Only an Octave Apart (songs from the Baroque to today)

Joel THOMPSON & Tracy K. SMITH
The Places We Leave (World Premiere–New York Philharmonic Commission)

SCHUBERT Symphony in B minor, Unfinished

An Evening with Anthony Roth Costanzo and National Black Theatre
Stanley H. Kaplan Penthouse
Fri. February 4 | 8:00 p.m.

Anthony Roth Costanzo curator / countertenor
National Black Theatre
Program to be announced from the stage

165 West 65th Street, 10th Floor

Programs subject to change. For a complete, updated schedule and tickets visit nyphil.org | Alice Tully Hall Box Office | (212) 875-5656
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PREVIEWS BEGIN NOVEMBER 11
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT • 12 WEEKS ONLY • ON SALE NOW!

Flying Over Sunset
A NEW MUSICAL

MUSIC BY
TOM KITT

LYRICS BY
MICHAEL KORIE

BOOK & DIRECTION BY
JAMES LAPINE

LINCOLN CENTER THEATER

Telecharge.com • 212-239-6200 • Groups: 212-889-4300 • FlyingOverSunset.com
150 W. 65th St. • Take the 1 Subway to 66th St.
OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST 41

TOURNEAU | BUCHERER 1888

Madison Ave & 57th
3 Bryant Park
Madison Ave & 53rd
tourneau.com

ROLEX & OYSTER PERPETUAL AND DATEJUST ARE TRADEMARKS.